Selective CCL5/RANTES-induced mast cell migration through interactions with chemokine receptors CCR1 and CCR4.
Mast cells (MCs) accumulate at sites of allergic mucosal inflammation where they act as central effector and regulatory cells. Because chemokines are of vital importance in directing inflammatory leukocytes to the sites of inflammations, we have investigated the expression and function of CC-chemokine receptor (CCR) on human MCs. Two previously unrecognized MC-chemokine receptors, CCR1 and CCR4, could be identified on cord blood-derived MCs (CBMCs). CCR1 and CCR4 expressed on CBMCs exhibited a unique response profile. Of seven CCR1 and CCR4 agonists tested, only CCL5/RANTES act as an agonist inducing chemotaxis. The migration could be partially blocked by specific antibodies against CCR1 or CCR4, while a complete inhibition was achieved when both CCR1 and CCR4 were blocked. These results demonstrate that both CCR1 and CCR4 are functional receptors on human mast cells with capacity to mediate migration towards CCL5.